In this paper we deal with a new class of Clifford algebra valued automorphic forms on arithmetic subgroups of the Ahlfors-Vahlen group. The forms that we consider are in the kernel of the operator D∆ k/2 for some even k ∈ Z. They will be called k-holomorphic Cliffordian automorphic forms. k-holomorphic Cliffordian functions are well equipped with many function theoretical tools. Furthermore, the real component functions have also the property that they are solutions to the homogeneous and inhomogeneous Weinstein equation. This function class includes the set of k-hypermonogenic functions as a special subset. While we have not been able so far to propose a construction for non-vanishing k-hypermonogenic cusp forms for k = 0, we are able to do so within this larger set of functions. After having explained their general relation to hyperbolic harmonic automorphic forms we turn to the construction of Poincaré series. These provide us with non-trivial examples of cusp forms within this function class. Then we establish a decomposition theorem of the spaces of k-holomorphic Cliffordian automorphic forms in terms of a direct orthogonal sum of the spaces of k-hypermonogenic Eisenstein series and of k-holomorphic Cliffordian cusp forms.
Introduction
The theory of higher dimensional Maaß wave forms has become a major topic of study in analytic number theory. Maaß wave forms are automorphic forms that are complex-valued eigensolutions to the Laplace-Beltrami operator
The classical setting is n + 1-dimensional upper half-space in the framework of the action of discrete arithmetic subgroups of the orthogonal group. Its study was initiated in 1949 by H. Maaß in [31] . In the late 1980s this study had a major boost by breakthrough works of J. Elstrodt, F. Grunewald and J. Mennicke, [8, 10, 11] , A. Krieg [23, 24] , V. Gritsenko [16] among many others.
In the recent book [20] another class of automorphic forms on these arithmetic groups has been considered. The context is again n + 1-dimensional upper halfspace. The classes of automorphic forms considered in [20] , however, have different analytic and mapping properties. They are null-solutions to the Euclidean Dirac operator D := n i=0 ∂ ∂xi e i (or more generally to higher order iterates of the Dirac operator) and, in general, they take values in real Clifford algebras. These are called monogenic (respectively polymonogenic) automorphic forms. The monogenic automorphic forms on upper half-space in turn can be embedded into the general framework of k-hypermonogenic automorphic forms. This has been done in our previous work [6] . The class of k-hypermonogenic functions, discussed for example in [30, 18, 12, 14] contains the set of monogenic functions (k = 0). Monogenic functions were studied by numerous authors. For an overview about their associated function theory see for instance [7, 17] and elsewhere. k-hypermonogenic functions are solutions to a modification of the Dirac operator associated with the hyperbolic metric on upper half-space.
As explained in [6] , the more general framework of k-hypermonogenic automorphic forms allows us to link Maaß wave forms with the class of monogenic automorphic forms. In particular, it turned out that one can construct Maaß wave forms from monogenic automorphic forms. However, for k = 0 we have only been able to construct k-hypermonogenic Eisenstein series so far. We were not able to propose a construction for non-vanishing k-hypermonogenic cusp forms. The idea to extend the classical construction P (z, w) = This motivates us to consider a larger class of functions that contains the class of k-hypermonogenic functions as a special subset, but which is still sufficiently specialized so that one still has many function theoretical tools available. In the cases where k ∈ Z and k even, a natural extension of k-hypermonogenic functions in that sense are functions that are annihilated by the operator D∆ k/2 . Every k-hypermonogenic function is an element of Ker D∆ k/2 . However, the converse is not true. For negative k, the Laplacian is formally substituted by the product of the Teodorescu operator with its conjugate. The Teodorescu operator is the right inverse to the Dirac operator D. However, we can directly relate the operator D∆ −k/2 with the differential operator D∆ (k+2)/2 . By multiplying an element from Ker D∆ −k/2 with the simple scaling factor 1 x k n , we again get an element from the kernel of D∆ (k+2)/2 . Therefore, it suffices to consider either non-negative or non-positive even numbers k. In the special case where k = n− 1 and where n is odd we deal with the holomorphic Cliffordian functions that were considered earlier in [26, 27, 28, 34] and elsewhere. As shown for instance in [26] , the set of holomorphic Cliffordian functions actually is endowed with many function theoretical tools that are also offered for complex holomorphic functions. This includes for instance a Cauchy type integral formula, a residue calculus, Taylor and Laurent expansions and much more. For general k we naturally call the functions from Ker D∆ k/2 k-holomorphic Cliffordian functions. In fact, those function theoretical tools turned out to be very useful in the solution of boundary value problems from harmonic analysis on the quotient manifold or orbifold that arise by factoring upper half-space modulo arithmetic subgroups of the orthogonal group. See for instance [3] , in which we used monogenic automorphic forms to solve boundary value problems related to the Laplacian on these quotient structures. In turn the real components of a k-holomorphic Cliffordian function satisfy the homogeneous Weinstein equation or the inhomogeneous Weinstein equation of parameter −k, respectively. This is true as well for positive k but also for negative ones. The Weinstein equation is a second order partial differential equation.
In Section 2 we recall some basic notations on Clifford algebras and associated arithmetic subgroups. In Section 3 we introduce differential operators that generalize the classical Cauchy-Riemann operator to higher dimensional Euclidean and hyperbolic spaces. Then we explain how k-holomorphic Cliffordian functions are related to the Weinstein equation and how the solutions to the Weinstein equation can be characterized in terms of nullsolutions to the pluriharmonic equation ∆ (k+2)/2 f = 0.
In Section 4 we introduce k-holomorphic Cliffordian automorphic forms and discuss some basic properties of them. We show how we can construct kholomorphic Cliffordian Eisenstein series from k-hypermonogenic Eisenstein series. Then we carefully discuss the relation between k-holomorphic Cliffordian automorphic forms and Maaß wave forms. We explain how the examples of Eisenstein-and Poincaré series from [10, 11, 23, 24] are related to the class of k-holomorphic Cliffordian automorphic forms.
In Section 5, which is the main section of this paper, we give an explicit construction of k-holomorphic Cliffordian Poincaré series. These provide us with non-trivial examples of cusp forms for infinitely many k. These Poincaré series are not k-hypermonogenic. Then we compute the Fourier expansion of k-holomorphic Cliffordian automorphic forms. With this tool in hand, we finally establish an important decomposition of the space of Clifford algebra valued k-holomorphic Cliffordian automorphic forms. This decomposition is expressed in terms of a direct orthogonal sum of the space of k-hypermonogenic Eisenstein series and the space of kholomorphic Cliffordian cusp forms. The orthogonality is established with respect to the same Petersson inner product considered in the context of Maaß wave forms in n + 1 real dimensions and is a nice analogy of the orthogonality result proved in [11] for Maaß wave forms.
These results also provide analogues to the classical theory of complex analytic automorphic forms. See for example [15, 36] . Furthermore, they give some first insight into the fundamental structure of the space of k-holomorphic Cliffordian automorphic forms. It is an amazing fact that the space of k-holomorphic Cliffordian cusp forms (none of them is k-hypermonogenic) provides us exactly with the orthogonal complement of the space of k-hypermonogenic Eisenstein series.
Preliminaries

Clifford algebras
We introduce the basic notions of real Clifford algebras over the Euclidean space R n . For details, see for instance [7] . Throughout this paper, {e 1 , . . . , e n } stands for the standard orthonormal basis in the Euclidean space R n and Cl n denotes its associated real Clifford algebra in which the relation e i e j + e j e i = −2δ ij holds. Each vector x ∈ R n \{0} has an inverse element, given by − x/ x 2 . A basis for the algebra Cl n is given by 1, e 1 , . . . , e n , . . . , e j1 . . . e jr , . . . , e 1 . . . e n where j 1 < . . . j r and 1 ≤ r ≤ n. The reversion anti-automorphism is defined by ab =bã, where e j1 . . . e jr = e jr . . . e j1 . The conjugation anti-automorphism is defined by ab = b a where e i = −e i for i = 1, . . . , n. The main involution is defined by (ab) ′ = a ′ b ′ and e ′ i = −1 for i = 1, . . . , n. Furthermore, we also need the following automorphism * : Cl n → Cl n defined by the relations: e * n = −e n , e * i = e i for i = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1 and (ab) * = a * b * . Any element a ∈ Cl n may be uniquely decomposed in the form a = b + ce n , where b and c belong to Cl n−1 . Based on this definition one defines the mappings P : Cl n → Cl n−1 and Q : Cl n → Cl n−1 by P a = b and Qa = c. An important subspace of the Clifford algebra is the space of paravectors R⊕R n which consists of elements of the form x = x 0 +x 1 e 1 +· · ·+x n e n = x 0 + x. Every non-zero paravector has an inverse of the form x −1 = x |x| 2 , where | · | stands for the Euclidean norm on R⊕ R n . On the whole Clifford algebra one can introduce a pseudo norm by a = (
, where a A are the scalar components of a
Clifford number a = a 0 + a 1 e 1 + · · · + a n e n + a 12 e 1 e 2 + · · · + a 1...n e 1 · · · e n . For simplicity we represent the Clifford number a in the form a = A⊆P ({1,...,n})
a A e A where P ({1, ..., n}) is the potential set of the set {1, . . . , n} and e A represents the product of all elements e i where i ∈ A.
Discrete arithmetic subgroups of GAV
In this paper we deal with Clifford algebra-valued functions that are quasiinvariant under arithmetic subgroups of the general Ahlfors-Vahlen group that act totally discontinuously on upper half-space H + (R ⊕ R n ) = {x ∈ R ⊕ R n : x n > 0}. These can be regarded as generalizations of the classical holomorphic modular forms in the context of monogenic, k-hypermonogenic and kholomorphic Cliffordian functions. These particular function classes will be described in the following section, after having outlined the algebraical setting.
Arithmetic subgroups of the special Ahlfors-Vahlen group that act totally discontinuously on upper half-space were for instance considered in [31, 9, 11] .
The set that consists of Clifford valued matrices a b c d whose coefficients satisfy the conditions below forms a group under matrix multiplication. It is called the general Ahlfors-Vahlen group, GAV (R ⊕ R n ). The action of the general Ahlfors-Vahlen group on R ⊕ R n is described by the associated Möbius transformation. Following for example [2, 9] , Möbius transformations in R ⊕ R n can be represented as
with coefficients a, b, c, d from Cl n satisfying (i) a, b, c, d are products of paravectors
We also describe the group action in the way
The subgroup consisting of those matrices from GAV (R⊕R n ) that satisfy ad * − bc * = 1 is called the special Ahlfors-Vahlen group. It is denoted by SAV (R ⊕ R n ). The automorphism group of upper half-space
Next we recall the definition of the rational Ahlfors-Vahlen group acting on
Next we need
Definition 2. A Z-order in a rational Clifford algebra is a subring R such that the additive group of R is finitely generated and contains a Q-basis of the Clifford algebra.
The following definition, cf. [11] , provides us with a whole class of arithmetic subgroups of the Ahlfors-Vahlen group which act totally discontinuously on upper half-space.
Definition 3. Let I be a Z-order in Cl n which is stable under the reversion and the main involution ′ of Cl n . Then
For an N ∈ N the principal congruence subgroup of SAV (R ⊕ R n−1 , I) of level N is defined by
Notice that all the groups Γ n−1 (I) [N ] have finite index in Γ n−1 (I). Therefore, all of them are discrete groups and act totally discontinuously on upper halfspace H + (R ⊕ R n ). The proof of the total discontinuous action can be done in the same way as in [15] . 
The simplest concrete examples for Γ n−1 (I) are obtained by taking for I the standard Z-order in the Clifford algebras Cl p , i.e., O p := A⊆P (1,...,p) Ze A where p ≤ n − 1. In this case, the group Γ n−1 (I) coincides with the special hypercomplex modular group of parameter n − 1 considered in [20] . The special hypercomplex modular group of parameter p with p ∈ {0, ...n − 1} is generated by the matrices In the case n = 3 the upper half-space R ⊕ R 3 can be identified with the upper quaternionic half-space. In this setting further important examples for I are the quaternionic orders, in particular the Hurwitz order, considered for example in [23, 24, 32] .
3 Differential operators 3.1 Dirac type operators over n + 1-dimensional Euclidean and hyperbolic spaces
is the Euclidean Dirac operator, is called left monogenic (respectively right monogenic), cf. for instance [7] . Due to the non-commutativity of Cl n for n > 1, both classes of functions do not coincide with each other. However, f is left monogenic if and only iff is right monogenic. The Dirac operator factorizes the Euclidean Laplacian ∆ = Let M ∈ GAV (R ⊕ R n ) and f be a left monogenic function in the variable y = M < x >= (ax + b)(cx + d) −1 . Then, following, e.g. [35] , the function
is again left monogenic in the variable x for any M ∈ GAV (R ⊕ R n ).
k-hypermonogenic functions. The class of monogenic functions belongs to the more general class of so-called k-hypermonogenic functions. These are defined as the null-solutions to the system
where k ∈ R. For the basic properties of k-hypermonogenic functions, see for example [12, 13, 33] .
In the case k = 0, we are dealing with the set of left monogenic functions introduced earlier. The particular solutions associated to the case k = n − 1 coincide with the null-solutions to the hyperbolic Hodge-Dirac operator with respect to the hyperbolic metric on upper half space. These are often called hyperbolic monogenic functions or simply hypermonogenic functions, see [30] .
Any Möbius transformation T (x) = M < x > induced by matrices M belonging to SAV (R ⊕ R n−1 ) (as well as any of its subgroups) preserves upper half-space.
The new function F (x) satisfies the k-hypermonogenic equation in the variable x. See for instance [14] . Therefore, in view of (2), if f is a function that is left k-hypermonogenic on the whole half-space then so is
. However, this invariance only holds for matrices from SAV (R ⊕ R n−1 ) and not for all matrices from SAV (R ⊕ R n ). A translation in the argument of a khypermonogenic function in the e n -direction in general does not result into a k-hypermonogenic function again. Consider next only even integer values for k. Then the function class of k-holomorphic Cliffordian functions that we discuss in the follow up section is an extension of k-hypermonogenic functions. k-holomorphic Cliffordian functions have the extra property of being invariant under the whole group SAV (R ⊕ R n ). A further problem that occurs in the context of k-hypermonogenic functions is the following. Multiplication of e n from the right to a k-hypermonogenic function does in general not give again a k-hypermonogenic function. However, the larger function class that we are going to introduce now, has the property that right multiplication of any number from Cl n with a k-holomorphic Cliffordian function remains k-holomorphic Cliffordian, see for instance [34] . These extra properties have crucial advantages.
k-holomorphic Cliffordian functions and the Weinstein equation
To proceed in this direction we introduce Definition 4. Let n ∈ N and suppose that k is an even positive integer. Let
In the particular case k = n − 1 (n odd) we deal with the class of holomorphic Cliffordian functions, discussed for instance in [26, 27, 28] . As explained in [26] , simple examples of holomorphic Cliffordian functions are the positive and negative powers of the hypercomplex variable x = x 0 + e 1 x 1 + · · · + e n x n . One has Taylor and Laurent series expansions in terms of permutational products of powers of the standard hypercomplex variables. Moreover one has close analogues of Cauchy's integral formula and a residue calculus for this function class. In fact many of these tools such as the Cauchy integral formula carry over to the even more general framework of k-holomorphic Cliffordian functions. The reason for that is that this function class is a very natural extension of the class of k-hypermonogenic functions. For the latter one has a very well established function theory. Before we shed more light on that connection, we will also need to introduce k-holomorphic Cliffordian functions for negative even integers k.
To introduce negative powers of the Laplacian on upper half-space, we make use of the well-known Teodorescu operator, used for instance in [17] and elsewhere.
Adapting from [4] , for the half-space setting the latter is defined by
where x is an element of the upper half-space and z and element of the lower half-space. Here, A n+1 stands for the surface of the unit sphere in an n + 1-dimensional space. As shown in [17, 4] and elsewhere, this operator is the right inverse of the D-operator, i.e. DT f = f . In view of the identity DD = ∆ we can formally express ∆ −1 as T T on upper half-space.
This interpretation permits us to also introduce k-holomorphic Cliffordian functions for negative even integers k. However, as we shall see later, there is a simpler way to describe elements in Ker D∆ k/2 for negative k. We will be able to prove that if f is a k-holomorphic function, then the function g := f x k n will be −k + 2-holomorphic Cliffordian. Since f and g only differ by the scaling factor 1 x k n , we can treat a −k-holomorphic Cliffordian function completely by its associated k + 2-holomorphic Cliffordian function just differing from it by that scalar factor. So without loss of generality one can restrict oneself to consider non-negative values for k.
First of all we start by proving that for any even k ∈ Z every k-hypermonogenic function is also k-holomorphic Cliffordian. In the case k = n − 1 where n is an odd positive integer, a proof of this statement is sketched in [30] , see Theorem 2.5. We can say even more:
(ii) Furthermore, a function g satisfies
if and only if P g satisfies the homogeneous Weinstein equation
and Qg the inhomogeneous Weinstein equation with parameter −k, i.e.
Proof. (i) Let f be a solution of
taken as an equivalent substitute for
We can consider (3) instead of (4), as we only regard the upper half-space with x n > 0. We define a function v by
Then we obtain
Further, we get
From this equality we can deduce
and thus
so for any solution f of (3) it holds that w := △f is a solution of (3), if we replace c by c + 2. As (3) and (4) are equivalent for x n = 0, the proposition remains true for (4) due to the identity theorem for hypermonogenic functions. Combining this result with Lemma 2.6 from the article [30] leads to the following statement.
f is monogenic, and thus D △ k 2 f = 0. Now let T be the Teodorescu operator and set v := T T f . Suppose that f is a solution of (4). Using the calculations above, we obtain
Thus, we have
Using the calculations above, we obtain that
Combining both equations with each other leads to
This in turn leads to
f is monogenic for k being integer valued, even and positive. We
(ii)
Notice that not every k-holomorphic Cliffordian function is k-hypermonogenic. Take for instance k = n − 1 and suppose that n is odd. Then the functions xe n and x + e n (with x = x 0 + e 1 x 1 + · · · + e n x n ) are both n − 1-holomorphic Cliffordian. However, they are not n − 1-hypermonogenic as one can verify by a simple calculation.
Nevertheless many nice properties for k-hypermonogenic functions still carry over to the larger class of k-holomorphic Cliffordian functions. A very important property is that the transformation f → f en x k n which transforms a k-hypermonogenic function into a −k-hypermonogenic function, does also transform a k-holomorphic Cliffordian function into a −k + 2-holomorphic Cliffordian function. In fact, one possibly can even establish a stronger result, namely that f → f en x k n is even −k-holomorphic Cliffordian. For our needs we will only prove the weaker version of this statement. Actually, when we deal with k-holomorphic Cliffordian functions the factor e n on the right-hand side may be omitted, because right multiplication with e n still preserves k-holomorphicity (but not k-hypermonogenicity). We first prove that Theorem 2. Let k be an even integer. Suppose that f is a sufficiently many times real differentiable function with
Proof. Since f is a nullsolution to D △ 
So h satisfies the Weinstein equation for −k and thus △ −k+2 2 h = 0 with Theorem 1. As the kernel of any power of △ is invariant under multiplication with e n from the right, we also obtain △ −k+2 2 g = 0.
Now we can readily derive that Corollary 1. Let k be an even integer. Assume that f is sufficiently many times real differentiable function with
Then the function g :=
Proof. Suppose that k ∈ 2Z. Let f ∈ KerD∆ k/2 . Then we automatically have that f ∈ Ker ∆ (k+2)/2 . Using Theorem 2, we know that g := f /x k n is an element from Ker ∆ (−k+2)/2 . But then of course we also have g ∈ Ker D∆ (−k+2)/2 . So g is (−k + 2)-holomorphic Cliffordian.
Therefore, it is sufficient to restrict to either non-negative or non-positive values of k in all that follows. Notice that we only look at even values for k. Finally, the set of k-holomorphic Cliffordian functions is invariant under the action of SAV (R ⊕ R n ). In view of the invariance of the Weinstein equation under Möbius transformations, cf. [1] , one can directly adapt the proof of the k-hypermonogenic case given in [14] to establish:
−1 be the image of a point x under such a Möbius transformation. Then such a function f (y) that is k-holomorphic Cliffordian in the variable y is transformed to a function
which turns out to be k-holomorphic Cliffordian in the variable x.
Due to the equivalence described in Theorem 1(ii) between the solutions of the Weinstein equation and the null-solutions to ∆ (k+2)/2 , the invariance property of the Weinstein equation under Möbius transformations is automatically inherited for the whole class of functions satisfying ∆ (k+2)/2 f = 0. For the subclass of k-holomorphic Cliffordian functions, the canonical automorphy factor is the kholomorphic Cliffordian kernel G k (x) = x x n+1−k . This is the same expression as the kernel for the subset of k-hypermonogenic functions which is contained in the set of k-holomorphic Cliffordian functions.
This invariance property allows us to introduce k-holomorphic Cliffordian automorphic forms.
k-holomorphic Cliffordian automorphic forms 4.1 Basic properties and examples
Now we have all tools in hand to introduce Definition 5. Let p ≤ n − 1 and suppose that k ∈ 2Z. A left k-holomorphic Cliffordian function f :
In the case k = 0 we re-obtain the class of left monogenic automorphic forms discussed in [20] . All k-hypermonogenic automorphic forms discussed in [6] are included in the set of k-holomorphic Cliffordian automorphic forms. As the following proposition shows, there is a direct relation between k-holomorphic Cliffordian automorphic forms and −k + 2-holomorphic Cliffordian automorphic forms.
Proposition 1. Suppose that k ∈ 2Z and that p is a positive integer with p < n.
is −k + 2 holomorphic Cliffordian and satisfies
for all M ∈ Γ p (I) [N ] .
Proof. Suppose that f is a k-holomorphic Cliffordian automorphic form satisfying (6). Then g(x) := f (x) x k n is −k + 2-holomorphic Cliffordian and satisfies the transformation law
Next we want to construct non-trivial examples of k-holomorphic Cliffordian automorphic forms. Before we proceed in that way we need to recall an important algebraic fact. For each I there exists a minimal positive integer N 0 (I) such that neither the negative identity matrix −I nor the other diagonal matrices of the form e * A 0 0 e −1 A where A ⊆ P (1, . . . , p) are not any longer included in all principal congruence subgroups Γ p (I) [N ] with N ≥ N 0 (I). In the case where I is the standard Z-order O p , we have N 0 (O p ) = 3, see [20] . For all N < N 0 (I), only the zero function satisfies (6) . However, for all N ≥ N 0 (I), one can construct non-trivial k-hypermonogenic automorphic forms that have the transformation behavior (6).
For non-positive even integers k, the simplest non-trivial examples of k-holomorphic Cliffordian automorphic forms on the groups Γ p (I) [N ] with N ≥ N 0 (I) are the k-hypermonogenic generalized Eisenstein series, introduced in [6] . Definition 6. Let N ≥ N 0 (I). For p < n and even integer k with k < n − p − 1 the k-hypermonogenic Eisenstein series on the group
These series converge for k < n−p−1 absolutely and uniformly on each compact subset of H + (R ⊕ R n ). A majorant is
M:Tp(I)[N ]\Γp(I)[N ]
1 ce n + d α whose absolute convergent abscissa is α > p + 1, cf. for example [20, 11] . For p = n − 1, this majorant converges absolutely for all k < −1.
The non-vanishing behavior for N ≥ N 0 (I) can easily be established by considering the limit lim xn→+∞ ε k,p,M (x n e n ) which equals +1 in these cases, cf. [21] .
Remarks.
In the case k = 0 and I = O p the series (8) coincide with the monogenic Eisenstein series considered in [20, 21] in the cases p < n − 2.
By adapting the Hecke trick from [15] one can also introduce Eisenstein series of lower weight. This is shown in Section 4 of [3] . In particular, for N ≥ N 0 (I) the series
defines a well-defined non-vanishing left monogenic Eisenstein series on the groups Γ n−1 (I) [N ] in upper half-space variable x, cf. [3] Section 4. In [3] Section 4 this is done for the particular case I = O p . However, the transition to the context of more general orders I follows identically along the same lines.
In view of Proposition 1, we can directly construct non-vanishing j+2-holomorphic Cliffordian Eisenstein series for positive j from the k-hypermonogenic Eisenstein series of negative k, simply by forming
These series then satisfy the transformation law
The functions E −k,p,N (x) are in Ker D∆ (j+2)/2 where j = −k > 0. Since they are even j-hypermonogenic, we even have that they are j-holomorphic Cliffordian. This is a stronger statement than being j + 2-holomorphic Cliffordian. It is clear that the j-holomorphic Cliffordian Eisenstein series
converge for every j > 1. They provide us with the simplest examples of jholomorphic Cliffordian automorphic forms of weight (n − j) on the full group Γ n−1 (I) [N ] with N ≥ 3 for positive j > 1. In the k-holomorphic Cliffordian setting, we may omit the factor e n on the right-hand side.
Remark: For the case k = n − 1 with n odd G. Laville and I. Ramadanoff considered k-holomorphic Cliffordian generalizations of the cotangent function, the Weierstraß ζ-function and the Weierstraß ℘-function. These are the simplest examples of k-holomorphic Cliffordian automorphic forms for discrete translation groups. See [27, 28] . Analogous constructions for polymonogenic functions (i.e. functions in the kernel of arbitrary iterates of the Dirac operator) are presented in [20] .
Relation to Maaß forms
As one directly sees, the theory of monogenic automorphic forms fits as a special case within the general framework of k-holomorphic Cliffordian automorphic forms. We can say more:
Suppose that f = P f + Qf e n is a k-holomorphic Cliffordian function, where k is some arbitrary fixed integer number. Then, as stated in Theorem 1 (ii) the real components of P f are k-hyperbolic harmonic functions, i.e. solutions to
Remember that this is also true for the particular subset of k-hypermonogenic functions. Following [13] and others, the solutions to (10) are also quasiinvariant under Möbius transformations that act on upper half-space: If f is a solution to (10), then
is k-hyperbolic harmonic, too. Notice that in the particular case k = n − 1 the correction factor disappears. This property attributes a special role to the function class of (n − 1)-holomorphic Cliffordian functions, whence we are in the function class considered in [26] (supposed we are in an even dimensional space).
As mentioned earlier in [6] , the solutions of (10) in turn are directly related to the Maaß wave equation. Following for example [29] , if u is a solution of (10) then g(x) = x
where λ = 1 4 (n 2 − (k + 1) 2 ). The solutions to (12) have the property that they are directly preserved by all Möbius transformations that act on upper halfspace. Each solution g is an eigensolution to the Laplace-Beltrami operator (1) associated to the fixed eigenvalue −
Let p < n. Now suppose that f :
Hence,
Unfortunately, if f = P f + Qf e n is a k-holomorphic Cliffordian automorphic form with respect to Γ p (I)[N ], then P f is in general not an automorphic form with respect to the full group Γ p [N ]. However, only the components of the P -part of f satisfy the homogeneous Weinstein equation (10) . The associated function g(x) = x
-invariant eigenfunction to the Laplace-Beltrami operator for the eigenvalue − The latter case corresponds exactly to the monogenic case. We cite from [6] : Remarks: If F is a k-hyperbolic harmonic automorphic form that satisfies
f (x) turns out to be an eigenfunction to the Laplace-Beltrami operator associated to the eigenvalue
Theorem 4 exhibits an explicit connection between the class of k-holomorphic Cliffordian automorphic forms (in which the monogenic automorphic forms play a particular role) and the particular family of non-analytic automorphic forms on the Ahlfors-Vahlen group considered for instance by A. Krieg, J. Elstrodt et al. and others (see for example [24, 11, 25] ). The non-analytic automorphic forms considered in [24, 11, 25] ) are scalar-valued eigenfunctions of the LaplaceBeltrami operator associated to a special continuous spectrum of eigenvalues described in [11] . They are all totally invariant under the group action.
Notice that the Eisenstein-and Poincaré series considered in this paper are Clifford algebra-valued in general. They are associated to a fixed eigenvalue.
In the case where they are not scalar valued and where k = 0, their Q-part satisfies the inhomogeneous Weinstein equation with parameter −k instead of the hyperbolic harmonic equation. In these cases only their P -parts are khyperbolic harmonic.
Cusp forms and orthogonality relations
All the classical complex-analytic Eisenstein-and Poincaré series on congruence subgroups of finite index in the modular group SL(2, Z) have the property that they are orthogonal to each other with respect to the Petersson inner product. The attached space of the complex-analytic Eisenstein series is exactly the orthogonal complement of the space of the complex-analytic cusp forms on these groups. Cusp forms are those automorphic forms that vanish at each cusp of the group. In turn, these are exactly those automorphic forms which have a vanishing first Fourier coefficient. The complex-analytic Poincaré series are special examples of cusp forms. For details we refer for instance to [15] . An analogous result has been established for the scalar valued non-analytic Maaß wave forms on arithmetic subgroups of the Ahlfors-Vahlen group in [11] .
In this section we want to establish a similar result within the context of kholomorphic Cliffordian functions. Notice that an extension of the classical series ansatz
does not lead to a sensible construction of k-hypermonogenic cusp forms, because the translation with w (having a non-zero e n -component) destroys khypermonogenicity. This was an important reason for us to consider in this paper the larger class of k-holomorphic Cliffordian functions.
In all that follows we restrict to consider those particular orders I which have the property that +∞ is the only cusp of I and that the quotient
is compact. In the cases n < 4 the orders I = O n−1 provide us with some simple examples having this property.
Cusp forms
To start we introduce:
is a left k-holomorphic Cliffordian automorphic form on Γ n−1 (I) [N ] that satisfies additionally
For positive even integers k, the factor x −k n is omitted. Remark: In view of the quasi-invariance of f under Γ n−1 (I) [N ], we deal with a cusp form if (13) is satisfied for all matrices R ∈ R, where R is any system of representatives of right cosets in Γ n−1 (I) modulo Γ n−1 (I) [N ] . More precisely: This relation must hold for any arbitrary system of representatives. Since Γ n−1 (I) [N ] is a subgroup of finite index in Γ n−1 (I), any such system R has a finite cardinality.
For simplicity let us restrict to the case k < 0. Concrete examples of left kholomorphic Cliffordian cusp forms on Γ n−1 (I) [N ] , N ≥ N 0 (I) arise from the following family of Poincaré series defined by (14) whenever the quotient
This series is majorized by the series
for some properly chosen real C > 0. The absolute convergence abscissa of (15) on
This can be shown be applying the usual compactification arguments, see Lemma 1 from [5] for details.
In view of Corollary 1, for even positive k > 1 we can introduce k+2-holomorphic Cliffordian Poincaré series by
By a direct calculation one can show that these series really vanish at each cusp of the group. Notice that this series actually is not k-hypermonogenic. This is due to the application of the shift of w in the expression w+M < x >. Since w as a non-vanishing e n -component, k-hypermonogenicity is not preserved. However, the function remains k-holomorphic Cliffordian.
An important task is to establish Proof. First, we choose a fixed w and x from H + (R ⊕ R n ). By applying the usual compactification argument as one uses in the convergence proof, we can conclude that
The miminum can be attained by several matrices, say by M 1 , . . . , M k . Since M is a discrete group, the number of these matrices is finite. Otherwise we would have an accumulation point. All the other matrices M ′ satisfy
We thus have
for all M 1 , . . . , M k and M ′ ∈ Γ n−1 (I) [N ] . In view of the continuity of the expressions T M (x), the estimate remains valid in a sufficiently small neighborhood of w, say in W . Let us now split the Poincaré series (14) as follows:
Let us denote the first part of this sum by P 1 and the second part by P 2 . The first sum is a finite sum. It hence possesses an analytic extension in w up to point singularities to the lower half-space. Under the condition N ≥ N 0 (I), the finite series P 1 does not vanish identically, since the expression 1 w+M<x> has an isolated singularity at w = −M < x >. The condition N ≥ N 0 (I) is crucially applied for this conclusion. For all N ≥ N 0 (I) the expression M < x > is reached by M only. Next we observe that P 1 grows asymptotically like Ω( 1 µ n−k ) in W . As to P 2 , we can estimate by using (17) that
This tells us that P 2 grows like O( 1 (µ+ε) n−k ). Suppose now that the complete Poincaré series P k,n−1,N (x, w) vanishes identically for all w and for all k < −1. Since P 1 and P 2 have a different asymptotic growth behavior in W , it follows that both the partial series P 1 and P 2 vanish identically. This is a contradiction.
Remark. Applying Corollary 1 to the preceding statement allows us to establish the existence of k-holomorphic Cliffordian cusp forms for infinitely many positive even integers k > 3.
The Fourier expansion of k-holomorphic Cliffordian automorphic forms
In this section we show that k-holomorphic Cliffordian cusp forms are exactly those k-holomorphic Cliffordian automorphic forms whose Fourier image of zerofrequency vanishes identically. This is a nice analogue to the classical cases.
To proceed in this direction we first determine the Fourier series development of a general k-holomorphic Cliffordian function on upper half-space. To do so we recall that the P -part of a k-holomorphic Cliffordian function satisfies the homogeneous Weinstein equation and the Q-part the inhomogeneous one associated with the parameter −k. This is a consequence of the fact that Ker D∆ k/2 ⊂ Ker ∆ (k+2)/2 . We write f in the form f = P f + Qf e n . We obtain
Summarizing, we obtained that every k-holomorphic Cliffordian function satisfies the equation
When applying the Fourier transform in the first n variables x 0 , x 1 , · · · , x n−1 , we obtain (using the decomposition of f into its P -and Q-part):
Here ω = ω 0 + ω 1 e 1 + · · · + ω n−1 e n−1 is the frequency vector in the domain of the Fourier image. The latter equation corresponds to
Now we put α = P α − e n (Qα)
′ and obtain the system
This leads to
This system is equivalent to
The requirement that the limit as x n → ∞ must vanish, determines that P α must be proportional to x (k+1)/2 n K (k+1)/2 ( ω x n ) and (Qα) ′ to the expression
. These two proportionality coefficients are furthermore independent of each other. The zero frequency solutions are clearly 1 and x k n for P and x n and x k+1 n for Q, all with independent coefficients. We can now establish Theorem 6. Let f : H + (R ⊕ R n ) → Cl n be a k-holomorphic Cliffordian automorphic form on Γ n−1 (I) [N ] . Further, let R be a system of representatives in
Then for every R ∈ R the function F (x; R) := (cRx+dR) cRx+dR n+1−k f (R < x >) has a particular Fourier series representation of the form
Here, a(0, R), b(0; R) and all α(ω; R) and β(ω; R) are well-defined Clifford numbers from the Clifford sub algebra Cl n−1 .
Let us now compare this result with the special k-hypermonogenic setting. From [6] we recall that in the k-hypermonogenic case, one has the following particular form of Fourier expansion:
and let R be a system of representatives in Γ n−1 (I) modulo
Here, a(0, R) and all α(ω; R) are well-defined Clifford numbers from the Clifford sub algebra Cl n−1 .
Remark. In the monogenic case (k = 0), we have
In this particular case, the factor simplifies to
This is a scalar multiple of an idempotent in the Clifford algebra. In the monogenic case one obtains the well-known particular Fourier series representation, involving the monogenic plane wave exponential functions (see [7, 19] ):
F (x; R) = α(0; R) + ω∈Λ * n−1 (I)[N ]\{0}
(1 − ie n ω ω )α(ω; R)e 2πi<ω,x>−2π ω xn .
(22) In particular, one has the identity: lim xn→+∞ F (x n e n ; R) = α(0; R), from which me may derive that monogenic cusp forms are exactly those monogenic automorphic forms whose first Fourier coefficient in the representation (22) vanishes.
In the more general k-holomorphic Cliffordian case we have the following has a Fourier series representation of the particular form (20) where additionally all the Fourier images associated to the null frequency vanish identically. Then f is a k-holomorphic Cliffordian cusp form of weight (n − k) on Γ n−1 (I) [N ] .
Remark: The Fourier images associated to the null frequency of F (x; R), which explicitly reads a(0; R) + α(0; R)x k n + b(0; R)e n x n + β(0; R)e n x k+1 n vanish identically, if and only if the constants a(0; R), α(0; R), b(0; R) and β(0; R) are equal to zero.
The Petersson inner product and orthogonality
In the context of the groups Γ n−1 (I)[N ] , the proper analogue of the Petersson inner product on the associated space of automorphic forms of weight α has the form (see also [11] ) f, g :=
where again dν(x) = x −n−1 n dx 0 dx 1 · · · dx n stands for the invariant volume element of upper half-space associated to the hyperbolic metric. The integral is well-defined whenever at least one of the two functions f and g are cusp forms. It is independent of the choice of the fundamental domain, since dν(x) is a Γ n−1 (I)[N ]-invariant measure and f (M < x >)g(M < x >)(M < x > n ) α = x α n f (x)g(x) holds for all M ∈ Γ n−1 (I) [N ] . In the monogenic case, the canonical attached weight factor is α = n. In this particular case this inner product thus simplifies to f, g = Fn−1 [N ] f (x)g(x)x −1 n dx 0 dx 1 · · · dx n .
In the k-holomorphic Cliffordian case, this inner product has the form
from which we recover the monogenic case when putting k = 0.
Theorem 6 allows us now to establish:
Theorem 9. Suppose that k < −1 is an even integer and that N ≥ N 0 (I). Let M k,n−1,N be the space of k-holomorphic Cliffordian automorphic forms of weight (n − k) with respect to Γ n−1 (I) [N ] . Let S k,n−1,N be the subspace of kholomorphic Cliffordian cusp forms of weight (n−k) with respect to Γ n−1 (I) [N ] .
Let further E k,n−1,N be the space of the k-hypermonogenic Eisenstein series ε k,n−1,N (x) which we defined in (8). Then we have However, since f is a k-holomorphic Cliffordian cusp form, we have a(0; R) = 0, b(0; R) = 0, α(0; R) = 0 and β(0; R) = 0 for all R ∈ R. This proves the stated orthogonality result.
